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DISCLAIMER:

Acquiring  Share Token (NZT) involves risk, including, but not limited to, the risks which E ednZ

are set forth in the NZT Private Placement Memorandum (“PPM”) or other applicable or 

related offering memorandum provided by NZT in connection with its sale of NZT. Before 

purchasing NZT, it is recommended that each prospective purchaser carefully weighs all the 

information and risks described in the PPM or other applicable and related offering 

memorandum.

THE INFORMATION IN THIS WHITE PAPER IS FOR INFORMATIONAL PURPOSES ONLY AND 

DOES NOT MAKE UP AN OFFER TO SELL, OR A SOLICITATION OF AN OFFER TO BUY, ANY 

INTEREST IN E ED SHARE LIMITED THIS WHITE PAPER INCLUDES “FORWARD-LOOKING NZ

STATEMENTS” ABOUT A NETWORK UNDER DEVELOPMENT, BUT NOT YET DEVELOPED. THESE 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS ARE BASED ON ASSUMPTIONS WHICH WE BELIEVE ARE 

REASONABLE BASED ON CURRENT EXPECTATIONS AND PROJECTIONS ABOUT FUTURE 

EVENTS AND INDUSTRY CONDITIONS AND TRENDS AFFECTING OUR BUSINESS. HOWEVER, 

WHETHER ACTUAL RESULTS AND DEVELOPMENTS WILL CONFORM TO OUR EXPECTATIONS 

AND PREDICTIONS IS SUBJECT TO A NUMBER OF RISKS AND UNCERTAINTIES THAT COULD 

CAUSE ACTUAL RESULTS TO DIFFER MATERIALLY FROM THOSE CONTAINED IN THE 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS. WE ASSUME NO OBLIGATION TO UPDATE ANY SUCH 

FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS, WHETHER AS A RESULT OF NEW INFORMATION, FUTURE 

EVENTS OR OTHERWISE.

The E ed Share token can be categorized as a security as it entitles token holders to receive nZ

the profits from mining operations. The token is, as such, subject to certain restrictions under 

US security laws. The EnZed Share ICO is compliant with these rules and restricts access for 

US-citizens, greencard holders and residents of the US to the category of “accredited 

investors”, pursuant to the US Security Act Regulation D Rule 506 (4). All relevant legal 

information is contained in the Token Purchase Terms and the Token Purchase Agreement.
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When cryptocurrency mining was still in its infancy, the mining activities were well 

distributed among a few thousand private miners, governed by transparent rules 

and not harmful to the climate because its energy requirements were nanoscopic. 

To produce greener energy, Enzed Share Limited (“Enzed Share”) was incorporated 

to enable a patented waste-to-energy solution that generates its own energy at 

almost Zero cost. 

The flexibility of the system will make an impact on two of the most important 

sectors of the 21st century: blockchain technology and renewable energies.  With 

the dynamics of exponential growth of these two sectors, Enzed Share promotes 

Green preservation and takes better care of its Token holders by rewarding 50% of 

its daily Blockchain mining profits back to them. 

The exponential growth of cryptocurrencies has led to a dramatic increase in the 

sector's energy consumption and a concentration of mining activities in countries 

with low social and environmental standards - where electricity is generated using 

predominantly fossil fuels and coal powered plants. 

ABSTRACT:
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● 50%  reinvested to Green Initiative Projects, Mining Hardware and its infra-

structure to boost future payouts.

3. vote and veto important decisions of the shortlisted Green initiated projects.  

NZT  ICO exercise is conducted by E ed Share - the first sustainable community mining solution nz

in the world - targeting energy at its very source. The offering will be open to the global public. 

E ed Share Token (NZT) is an ERC-20 standard-based Ethereum token.  NZT grant their nz

holders the right to: 
       1. Receive 100% of the earnings of our proprietary mining operation in two steps: 

● 50%  paid out immediately.

2. receive 35% of E ed Share's earnings from mining by third-party operations via Express nz

Tailored Program (Refer to page 23).

Tokens will be offered for 90 days, starting on the 1st of September 2018 and ending on 30th of 

November 2018. 

ICO DETAILS:

Token Issue Volume

 

Token Price at Issue 

Distribution 

Website 

Accepted form of payment

ICO Start Date 

ICO End Date 

Bonus

     Tokens

 

Token Issue Date 

Use of proceeds 

max. 50 millions

Token not distributed shall not be generated

USD 1

80% Token holders

15% Founders Team

5 % Bounty program

www.enzedshare.io

BTC, ETH, credit cards

1st September, 2018, 12:00 PM GMT

30th November, 2018, 11:59 PM GMT

Time period                                                   

01.09 (12 PM GMT) - 30.09 (11:59:59 AM GMT)       30%

01.10 (12 PM GMT) - 31.10 (11:59:59 AM GMT)       20%

01.11 (12 PM GMT) - 30.11 (11:59:59 AM GMT)       10%

1st December, 2018, 12 PM GMT

90% Investment in Green Technologies and Mining

Hardware and its infrastructure

10% Research & Development and Administration
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Overview:

The world's perception on domestic wastes particularly plastic wastes has 

transformed in recent years and it is now seen as a source to feed the ever-growing 

demand for energy.  The process from the initial concept of converting plastics to 

diesel production and then to energy has been a long and difficult one, let alone the 

need for adequate funding.

Plastics have played an important role in our daily lives.  Many things are created 

and many technologies are made possible because of plastic and seriously 

believing that its usefulness will continue to grow in the future.  However, its waste 

has become a global concern and have caused a lot of environmental issues. We 

believe in recycling plastic waste back into useful energy is the best approach to cut 

down the carbon footprint left behind buried in not most but all landfills around 

the world.

For the past 20 years, we have seen a significant change in the way we look at our 

environment.  There has been greater understanding of the economic, social and 

environmental risk when we mismanaged plastic waste.  The problem of what we 

do with these wastes and the demand for renewable energy will not go away thus 

prompting a call for most government across the world to look at new technologies 

that can deliver carbon reduction and waste reduction.  
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THE RAISING PROBLEM OF PLASTIC WASTE 

Plastics don't actually recycle. Instead of transforming them back into the original products, it reprocesses 

them into secondary (and non-recyclable) products. This is due to several factors including 

structural/chemical sensitivity, the low cost of virgin plastics, poor product design and materials policy. 

Below are many articles that focus on and explain these issues. The end result is an increase in waste and 

the continued extraction of non-reusable, virgin resources. In summary, what is urgently needed is 

"extended producer responsibility," whereby the manufacturer assumes the task of ensuring socially and 

environmentally sound product designs.

While plastics are yet to be considered a significant disposal problem in much of the first world (because 

these materials are landfilled), organizations in the global south have shown considerable concern 

regarding the detrimental effects of plastic products, the terminal waste generated by their disposal. 

Direct disposal (littering or dumping) and incineration (burning) of these wastes is a common practice in 

the global south.  Each is harmful to the health of people and the environment.  For example, dumping in 

rivers, streams and even urban drainage systems pollutes watercourses and causes flooding. When these 

waters are unsanitary, they carry diseases into the household. The burning of plastics encourages 

airborne pollution, the majority of which is extremely toxic and can cause a host of health problems 

(cancer, asthma, etc.).  Although landfilling and recycling programs "vanish" the waste problem, each has 

considerably negative consequences: landfills leak and often contaminate the groundwater with toxic 

liquids and residues.  The recycling of plastic is often accomplished by exporting waste materials to Asian 

countries where recycling facilities are often linked to "sweatshops" whereby labourers are paid little for 

dangerous work.  The increased push for unfettered trade and neo-liberal policy has scudded in 

intensifying these problems.

There is a large part of the central Pacific Ocean that no one ever visits and only a few ever pass 

through. Sailors avoid it like the plague for it lacks the wind they need to sail. The fisherman leaves it 

alone because of the lack of nutrients that makes it an oceanic desert. This area includes the “horse 

latitudes,” where stock transporters in the age of sail got stuck, ran out of food and water and had to 

jettison their horses and other livestock. 

As the plastic industry grows there has been a correlating increase in toxic pollution (both to the 

environment and to humans) and corporate control over governing bodies intended to protect citizens 

and the environment from harm. Meanwhile, as plastic wastes become more uncontrollable, less and less 

effort is being made to document the negative effects of new resin types. We feel that there is an 

increasing need for activists, ecologists, non-profit organizations and waste management experts to 

come together to share information on plastic waste on an international scale. Plastic waste has become 

an environmental problem of global scale, and we intend to action on these issues. As plastic is non-

biodegradable, toxic and not recyclable in the true sense of the word, the need for an international 

coalition against plastic waste is paramount.
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"Plastics, like diamonds, are forever!" 

Surprisingly, this is the largest ocean realm on our planet, being about the size of Africa- over ten million 

square miles. A huge mountain of air, which has been heated at the equator, and then descends in a 

gentle clockwise rotation as it approaches the North Pole, creates this ocean realm. The circular winds 

produce circular ocean currents which spiral into a centre where there is a slight down-welling. Scientists 

know this atmospheric phenomenon as the subtropical high, and the ocean current it creates as the 

North Pacific central or subtropical gyre.

Because of the stability of this gentle maelstrom, the largest uniform climatic feature on earth is also an 

accumulator of the debris of civilization. Anything that floats, no matter where it comes from on the north 

Pacific Rim or ocean, ends up here, sometimes after drifting around the periphery for twelve years or 

more. Historically, this debris did not accumulate because it was eventually broken down by 

microorganisms into carbon dioxide and water. Now, however, in our battle to store goods against natural 

deterioration, we have created a class of products that defeats even the most creative and insidious 

bacteria. They are plastics. Plastics are now everywhere in our modern society. We drink out of them, eat 

off of them, sit on them, and even drive in them. They're durable, lightweight, cheap, and can be made into 

virtually anything. But it is these useful properties of plastics, which make them so harmful when they end 

up in the environment. 
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TOTAL PLASTIC WASTE CONTRIBUTED TO OCEANS IN 2010
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Plastic pollution involves the accumulation of plastic wastes in the environment that adversely affects 

wildlife, wildlife habitat, or humans. Plastics that act as pollutants are categorized into micro-, meso-, or 

macro debris, based on size.  The prominence of plastic pollution is correlated with plastics being 

inexpensive and durable, therefore leading to its high usage.   However, it is slow to degrade.  Plastic 

pollution can unfavourably affect land, waterways and oceans.  Entanglement, direct ingestion of plastic 

waste, or through exposure to various chemicals within plastics that cause interruptions in biological 

functions can also affect living organisms, particularly marine animals.  Humans are also affected by 

plastic pollution, such as through the disruption of the thyroid hormone axis or hormone levels. 
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Enzed Share Solutin 
"We recover economic value from waste 
while reducing the carbon footprint from 
our environment." 

EnZed Share has developed the world first solution to turn plastic waste into Diesel by collaboration with 

Syngas NZ Limited (“SNZ”).  SNZ Plastics to Fuel (PTF) technology produce Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel grade 

fuel through the transformation of plastic waste.

By diverting plastic waste from landfill and turning it into a high-cetane low-Sulphur fuel, SNZ is fuelling 

the transition to a low carbon resource efficient economy.

11
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The end product, High Cetane Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel (EN590) can cover the recovery cost of plastic 

waste by powering up our digital mining operations, Kiwiminers. This process/system also reduces the 

carbon footprint for our environment. Our system recovers digital economic value from waste and also 

provides environmental, social and cultural benefits to our local community creating a circular economy.

"Bring Waste Full Circle" 

F

12
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SNZ Plastics to Fuel (PTF) System converts almost all Municipal Waste Plastics and turned them into Ultra 

Low Sulphur High Cetane Green Technology Renewable Energy Diesel Oil. Through the SNZ PTF System, 

plastics waste that is buried deep in the landfills, as well as fresh domestic waste, can be converted to 

Green Diesel. This technology reduces the potential Carbon Emission due to the burning of plastics with 

its less than 10 ppm of ultralow Sulphur is friendlier to the environment.

SSNZ PTF System is an innovative, proprietary process to convert plastics waste into renewable energy, 

High Cetane Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel Oil.

SNZ PTF system offers a viable, economical and environmentally responsible alternative to current 

methods of recycling and disposal of plastic waste.

Plastic plays a very important role in our daily lives. Throughout the world, the demand for plastic, 

particularly plastic packaging, continues to rapidly grow. Previous waste management methods such as 

landfill disposal, incineration, and recycling have failed to provide opportunities for the complete reuse of 

plastic waste.

The SNZ PTF System uses a process called fractional depolymerization process to efficiently convert 

plastics to crude oil and further process to produce an ultra-low Sulphur diesel oil. The system provides an 

integrated plastic waste processing system which offers an alternative to landfill disposal, incineration, 

and recycling—while also being a viable, economical, and environmentally responsible waste 

management solution.

SNZ PTF system is modular in design. A single module can produce up to 80% of fuel oil for every ton of 

typical plastic waste processed. Plant capacity can range from 5 tons to over 100 tons of plastic wastes 

processed day. Overall plant capacity can be scaled up by adding additional modules.

The output fuel oil is high-grade High Cetane Ultra Low Sulphur Green Technology Diesel Oil.

SNZ PTF is very robust by design and can handle plastic wastes that is contaminated with other kinds of 

waste such as metals, glass, dirt, water, etc. The system can tolerate up to 25% of other waste in the input 

plastic waste stream. As a result, a key advantage of this process is that the plastic wastes need not be pre-

sorted, cleaned or dried before processing, which reduces the overall cost of operation.

"Simple 3 Steps Process: 

Load, Operate, Extract" 
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Technical Description of SNZ PTF 

● Shredded Plastic fed into a Hopper  

● Gas flown into Catalyst Chamber  

The conversion of plastic to fuel process comprising;  

● Condensed Gas converted into Liquid.

● Condensed Gas converted into Liquid  

● Shredded Plastic melt and gasified (primary process)  

In an embodiment, the Depolymerisation process provides a conversion system for producing liquid fuel. 

The system comprising an Auger Hopper for pushing solid plastic materials into a Twin Screw Extrusion 

Reactor Machine. The solid plastics will melt at 200 degrees C and gasify at 450 degrees C. This gasification 

process will turn the molten plastics into hydrocarbon gas. The gas along with the molten will then flow 

into a Thermal Reactor and further heated to a temperature of 450 degrees C. Inside the Thermal Reactor, 

an Agitator will enhance the heating process and hydrocarbon gas will flow out into a Catalyst Chamber. 

The function of the Catalyst is to fasten the cracking of the long Carbon chain into shorter required lengths 

at 400 degrees C. From the Catalyst Chamber, the short carbon gas will flow up into a Distillation Tower. In 

the Tower which is compartmentalized with packing trays, the gas temperature will decrease to 150 

degrees C. This temperature reduction process will condense the gas into liquid. The liquid will then again 

be pumped into a Thermal Tank for a reboiling process. In the Thermal Tank, the liquid will be heated 

again to 350 degrees C which will turn the liquid back into gas. The gas will flow out of the tank and into a 

Catalyst Chamber where another process to standardize the length of the carbon chain takes place. The 

regulated carbon gas will flow into a Condenser Tower and it will reduce the temperature. During this 

process, the gas that flows up through various packing trays will lose its heat and becomes heavier and 

condensed into liquid. The liquid will be collected in the tank below the tower. This final process will 

complete the depolymerisation of plastic and convert it into fuel.

The technology only processes specific grades of thermoplastic which are Polypropylene, Polyethylene 

and Polystyrene and, through its defined procedures and parameters, Low SulfurHigh Cetane Ultra-Light 

Diesel Fuel shall be obtained. 

● Auger System pushed Shredded Plastic into Extrusion Reactor Machine  

There is no known competition in the technology where a catalyst is present. SNZ PTF machine converts 

waste plastic to diesel oil, Light Ultra Low Sulphur Diesel Fuel has been awarded and registered with the 

Malaysia Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks (MyIPO) under Section 31 (2) Patents Act 1983 No. 

MY-150550-A and registered patents in 60 countries around the world including UK, USA, European 

Union and Australasia. 

● Gas flown into Catalyst Chamber  

● Liquid reheated in a Re-boiler Unit and gasified (secondary process)  
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SNZ PTF Process Flow

This operation makes up a new process which has several advantages compared to conventional 

processes for energetic usage of waste material and thermal treatment of residues. 

The process operates at temperatures of 340-410°C transforming mineral waste oil or/and plastic 

(polyethylene and/or polypropylene) to fuel or diesel oil. Input (mineral waste oil or/and plastic) is filtered 

and preheated by steps to 250° C (for plastic within a heated tube and transported by a revolving screw). 

All water enclosed in the input is eliminated. Discharge gases are expelled into an exhaust filter. The 

material is then injected into the heated reactor chamber Waste heat of the reactor chamber is used for 

preheating. 
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● Very clean end product  

● Self-cleaning reactor chamber guaranteeing excellent heat transfer  

The key elements and advantages of this process, therefore, are as follows:  

● No residue resin or partially burned gases  

● No pyrolytic hydrocarbons and gaseous mixtures creating application problems

● Low volume smoke gas  

As the operational temperature of 390°C is reached steaming hydrocarbons are fractured and 

transmitted to the distillation column and converted back via condensation to liquid fuel. 

The reactor chamber is completely separated from the distillation equipment. Transformed residual 

substances in the gaseous state are guided through a high-speed cyclone into a pressure secure 

container. There the vapours are cleaned from aerosols and particles carried along. Special tubing 

permits transfer from the security chamber to the distillation unit. 

With this process and such a low temperature, there is hardly any decomposition into coke crystals which 

creates a black tarry deposit; this deposit must be removed from the surface of the reactor chamber. A 

rotating scrubber continuously removes the residue without spark emission. It also optimizes heat 

transfer to the input material. Residual tar material is used for road building. Using a steady temperature 

control in this process guarantees an extremely low volume of gas (4.5% instead of the usual 40%). The gas 

itself is used to heat the reactor chamber to process temperature. 

● Low process temperature  

● Separation of reactor chamber and distillation for high ignition security  

● Connection between both elements through a foam brake

● Fluorine and Chlorine elements in the input material can be bonded with additives.

These elements result in a final product of high quality synthetic lightweight oil. More than 90% of the 

input material is transformed into fuel or diesel oil. 
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● It is consistent with renewable energy portfolio standards
● It diverts waste from and reduces reliance on landfills

SNZ PTF system is the backbone of the energy generation supply of uninterrupted power to the 

machines to algorithmic Cryptocurrency  mining through Blockchain Technology. 

Energy Recovered through SNZ PTF system has many benefits:

It's a source of secure energy to power up our Blockchain mining operations without the need to 

be dependent on energy retailers. We will save a lot of energy cost while being sustainable in our 

approach.

● It complements mechanical recycling programs
● It reduces the carbon footprint of waste management. It enables further reductions in 

CO2 emissions compared to power generated from coal-powered plant to mine a coin.

"We own our Energy." 

"80% yield." 
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E ed Share is offering a completely unique solution and different compared to other traditional Blockchain nz

miners as we are using our patented technology to converting waste plastic in our environment to provide the 

energy needed by our Blockchain mining operations in the initial stage.

Come to join

our community today! 

E ed Share Limited has strategically premeditated the energy consumption rate of distribution in order to nz

jump-start the cost savings utilization in its bid to minimise Carbon Emission Footprint from the environment.

● It is modular thus provides flexibility and scalability.

We have a vast Green Technology network where other solution providers worked closely in initiating green 

sustainability projects. Funding shall be provided through the contribution platform fund pool created from 

the 50% daily profits. E ed Shares Limited Community Program will enable Green Technologies deployment nz

to accelerate at a greater pace.

● True Continuous Operation makes it possible to run safely 24 hours a day to maximise production 

output and CapEx investment while saving energy.

● Small Footprint Capable of processing tons of materials in a 20-foot container.

● Bring Waste Full Cycle creating a Circular Economy

E ed Share Limited Community has nz

committed to champion the acceleration of 

green initiative implementations globally. 

We would like to work together with other 

Green Solution providers to further 

promote Green sustai-nability for our 

environment.

Our partnership with SNZ has enabled us to reduce the waste of plastic pollution that is causing a global 

concern while producing energy to power up our Blockchain mining farms. Syngas NZ Limited provides the 

technology to convert waste plastic into low Sulphur diesel which we will be utilizing for the mining process.

SNZ PTF main attributes:

● A patented proprietary process to convert plastic waste into renewable energy namely, Ultra Low 

Sulphur Diesel Oil in a simple 3 Steps Process:“Load, Operate, Extract”

"Waste to Wealth" 

BLOCK CHAIN MINING FARM

Turns Waste to Wealth
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Creating a Win-Win for Everyone 

We create a win-win scenario for Governments: We clean up plastic waste for a better environment. 

please register or email your interest with us communities@enzedshare.io. Express Tailored Programs 

are also available with a commitment starting from 2.5 Million Tokens if waiting for a free unit is not an 

ideal option.

"We aim to provide every country with a free unit 
of our Green Technology to address the plastic 
waste pollution. We welcome Government, City 
councils and other GLCs globally to register 
their interest with us." 

Win-Win for the Blockchain: We give stability by decentralizing mining activities again, letting the 

community fully take part in the Blockchain mining and making mining-operations immune to local 

regulations, governmental restrictions without the worry about the energy cost and bringing peace of 

mind to the global blockchain infrastructure.

Win-Win for our Enzed Share Community: We value our believers/Investors and the generous support 

received from the internet community to make this possible. Daily Payout at 50% will be rewarded to our 

Token holders from/of the profits from our Blockchain mining operations. We have reserved the other 

50% of the daily profits into PCP fund after deduction of Operating Expenses to enable accelerated 

deployment of Green Technologies implementation around the world.

"Our solutions are infinitely scalable due to our 
patented efficient, available modular hardware. 
We owned our Energy and we are the only 
global mining operation - not affected by issues 
like energy cost and price spikes, hardware 
shortages, governmental issues or fixed, 
stationary locations. We fight centralization." 

"Partnership Community Program" 
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Blockchain or cryptocurrencies mining is the process where a transaction or digital asset such as 

information is verified and added to a public ledger, known as the blockchain, and the means through which 

new cryptocurrencies tokens are released. This process generally requires a specially-designed computer 

that can handle operating 24/7 under extremely high load. (ASIC-based miners are used to mining Bitcoin or 

LiteToken, GPU- based equipment is used to mine other altTokens like Ethereum or Zcash. 

"Beats traditional mining operations." 

NZT project is proud to be part of the solution because we are designed to generate the majority of our 

own  power to run our mining data centres. With that advantage, it will greatly reduce our GREEN

operational costs making it very profitable compared to other traditionally-powered mining operations 

while reducing the blockchain carbon footprint on our environment. All NZT holders will receive 50% of 

our daily Blockchain mining profits on an ongoing basis that's been derived from our Blockchain mining 

operations. 

What is Blockchain Mining? 

Enzed Token (NZT) feasibility 
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 Accessing energy at almost Zero COST. 

Our Kiwiminer data centres and containerized blockchain mining modules are designed to accommodate 

any ASIC and GPU-based servers. Although our infrastructure is capable of mining all the scalable 

blockchains available, the decision as to which blockchain to mine will be made entirely based on software 

algorithms, which will select the highest profitability as the blockchain to mine for at that given moment.

Community Voting:

The Voting feature will be an important part of the NZT project. NZT holders will be able to use their 

Tokens' rights to provide a vote on the direction on deployments of the Green project and help shape our 

Mining Community.

The  Concept of NZT simply relies on powering our mining farms using the energy that has been 

generated from waste plastic materials that are abundantly available in our environment that 

have caused a global concern.

The startup costs such as purchase/ fabrication of SNZ PTF system includes Kiwiminer mining 

servers & infrastructures, cost to rent space for mining place on site if needed and so on to this 

mechanism are funded by the Initial Token Sale (ITO or ICO), and our overhead will be funded by 

cash flow generated from our Mining operations.

Exclusivity of patent rights: Unprecedented mobility, versatility and scalability of our 

technology secure the most crucial competitive advantage in mining operations: 

NZT Sustainability 

What kind of Blockchain mining
do we engage in? 
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Enzed Token (NZT) Road Map 

Project Sustainability: 

E ed Shares Limited has strategically premeditated the energy consumption rate of distribution in order nz

to jump-start the cost savings utilization in its bid to minimise Carbon Emission Footprint from the 

environment. E ed Shares Limited has committed to champion the acceleration of green initiative nz

implementations to any frontiers where our partnership are concerned with and we are welcomed by this 

goodwill. Come to join our community today!

E ed Shares Limited has a vast Green Technology network where other solution providers worked nz

closely in initiating green sustainability projects. Funding shall be provided through the contribution 

platform fund pool created from the 50% daily profits. E ed Shares Limited Community Program nz

partners identify the most suitable and capable Green Solution companies to work with. Funds are 

limited to a 50% percentage of the amount that has been collected from the daily payout and will execute 

once the fund is sufficiently met.

Rate of Utilization: 
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Challenges
Power Prices: 

 

There has been a surge in power prices all around the world which in fact raised the operational costs of 

mining digital currencies which mean profits of mining almost went down  to $0.

The main factor to consider when investing in Blockchain mining is the electricity costs. The Proof of Work 

computations require extensive amounts of processing power to be used in the performing its 

calculations. This will incur high electricity consumption cost by miners. These costs can quickly gobble up 

your profits and leave you singing the crypto blues.

Challenges in Blockchain Mining 

Blockchain mining has challenges associated with it. Profit can only hope to be achieved when those 

challenges and the risk are properly understood and managed.

Significant challenges and risks to any mining operation include the following:

Mining Difficulty Blockchain difficulties have increased significantly as the interest in Bitcoin,Bitcoin cash, 

Ethereum and others have evolved. This presents a clear risk to the profitability of any mining operation and 

requires progressive management to ensure its adverse effects are minimized. The more popular mining 

becomes the more the difficulties are likely to rise and the harder it can be to realize the same quantities but 

due to the restricted supply of digital currency, it is expected that the value of the mining rewards increases as 

well.

The average price of electricity around the world is 15 cents/kWh.
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• The dollar value generally goes up over time to compensate. This allows mining to maintain its 

profitability over a long-term, even with the difficulties are rising. 

Hardware Acquisition Acquiring the hardware components for on the intended scale of the Project would 

normally be a large concern due to the popularity of blockchain mining and the limited production 

capacity of hardware suppliers. There is extremely high demand for this type of hardware.

Hardware Availability : 

 - The NZT Token Project intends to generate the majority of its own GREEN power by deploying more 

Green Solution from our Partner Community Program Fund which we have accumulated from our daily 

blockchain mining payout.

Price and Availability of Electric Power Blockchain mining is one of the fastest growing sectors in the IT 

industry and the amount of energy being consumed is staggering at 73 TWh annually or $3.6 billion in 

energy costs attributable just to Bitcoin mining alone, considering it came from practically nothing 7 years 

ago. As you can see the profitability of a blockchain mining business model is highly dependent on the 

costs and availability of its energy supply.

Can you see the correlation between the two? 
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Through our network of strategic partners, we will be able to secure prioritized access to critical 

components such as GPUs and Motherboards, ASIC chip miners in large quantities. While we source 

hardware in bulk quantities we enjoy the economies of scale at a discounted price which enable us to 

bring more value for your dollar invested.  

Facts and Figures

SNZ PTF 

5 Tonnes System 

Modular Foam Factor 

Kiwiminer Container 

176 Air-cooled mining servers 

40 Foot Foam Factor 

4,000 liters per day 

hash rate of 8.8 PH/s 

Kiwiminer containers are carefully designed and built with the specific requirements, with customization 

specifically to our needs. It includes 176 air-cooled mining servers that deliver a total hash rate of 8.8 PH/s 

in a form-factor of a standard 40 feet High Cube freight container for ease of transportation and 

installation. Installation is simple and straightforward on any site that has sufficient plastic waste and 

mobile internet available.  These containers are easy to transport and can be moved to an alternate site 

within a short period of time; giving us the flexibility we may need in order to better plan and grow our 

cryptocurrency mining business. Every aspect of our containers has been carefully constructed to ensure 

fast deployment, professional management, and a profitable and productive mining operation.

EnZed Share Blockchain mining operation will set up using Kiwiminer Containers. It has the capabilities of 

a full-size mining datacenter, making this the newest integrated system powered by waste for mining on a 

large scale. The efficient design and low operating cost of the Kiwiminer make mining more productive 

and affordable.

Our Approach: 
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 ● Integrated with SNZ PTF system

 ● Fully loaded with 8 modules

Kiwiminer Container Features

 ● Support for fibre connections or Wireless 4G/3G

 ● Can be placed on pavement or flat, waterproof floor

 ● Can be transported by a flatbed truck 

Module Configuration 

 ● Mine locations to accommodate SNZ PTF System

 ● Highly integrated power supply

 ● Leakage protection

 ● Integrated AI cooling and heating system

 ● Integrated network internal connection system

 ● Integrated network internet connection

 ● Includes 220V standard configuration or 110V

 ● Remote monitoring of the equipment using the built-in software.

Benefits

 ● Easy and safe to transport

 ● Fast deployment of a mining operation

 ● Economical solution for a mining operation

 ● Seamless system for increased productivity and profitability

 ● Efficient and smooth manageability

Our  Low Carbon Emission Footprint 

Enzed Share will be fabricating Kiwiminer Containers with we raise money through ICO.

SNZ Plastics to Fuel (PTF) patented technology System converts almost all Municipal Waste Plastics and turned 

them into High Cetane Ultra Low Sulphur Green Technology Renewable Energy Diesel Oil (Green Diesel). 

Through the PTF System, plastics waste that was buried deep in the landfills, as well as fresh domestic waste, 

can be converted to Green Diesel. We Use Green Diesel to power our mining operations which will be 

integrated with Kiwiminer containers. 

Our competitive edge and first mover advantage will enable an industry-wide pattern to emerge whereby 

production will meet consumption within the same ecosystem. 

This translates into a unique and significant competitive edge over all the competition even though mining 

difficulties are expected to rise in the near future. 
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Daily Payouts:

 Daily Payout at 50% will be rewarded to our Token holders from the profits from our Blockchain mining 

operations which means without need of running your own Mining operations you can simply invest in our ICO 

and we use your investment towards producing clean energy from waste which in turn will be used for mining 

operations.

Built-in Remote Monitoring Software

Kiwiminer will be equipped with the top ventilation system along with electronically adjusted motors with 

Artificial Intelligence to consume less energy and provide robustness for larger-scale deployment. This is also 

the cooling method in which all heat will be drawn out while cool air will flow through into Kiwiminer 

containers.

Cooling System and Heat Management: 

Our Remote Monitoring system will automatically reboot frozen or failed miners.

The system will also send notifications when miners are rebooting which means we have full autonomy over 

the system at our fingertips.

 

For Our Planet: 

Win-Win for the Blockchain: 

Our aim to help end plastic waste pollution for a better environment and with an incentive to create digital 

wealth.

Patented Tech: 

We provide stability by decentralizing mining activities again, letting the community fully take part in the 

Blockchain mining and making mining-operations immune to local regulations, governmental restrictions 

without the worry about the energy cost and bringing peace of mind to the global blockchain infrastructure.

Our solutions are infinitely scalable due to our patented efficient, available modular hardware. We owned our 

Energy and we are the only global mining operation - not affected by issues like energy cost and price spikes, 

hardware shortages, governmental issues or fixed, stationary locations. We fight centralization.

Unique Selling Proposition: 
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Enzed Token  (NZT) Project Conclusion 

The proceeds from the ICO (Initial Token 

Offering) will be allocated to purchasing 

the hardware,  construct ion and 

fabrication of the Kiwiminer Containers, 

Fabrication and installation of the SNZ 

PTF system and other Green Energy 

Hybrid array. ICO proceeds will also be 

used for marketing, legal, and advisory 

fees.

Pre Sale :   Starts from 1st September 2018 

Discounted Period : 

   0-30 days - 30% Bonus 

   31-60 days -20% Bonus 

   61-90 days -10% Bonus 

   

   30th November 2018 

Use of funds: 

Main sale:   Starts from 1st September 2018 to

Token price at Issue :  $1USD 

   5 % Bounty program 

To finance the whole Project, NZT  is launching an Initial Token Offering (or "ICO") 

   15% Founders Team 

Distribution :   80% Token holders 

Token issue volume :  max of $50 Million tokens( Tokens not sold will be burned) 
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05% Bounty program

 Advisor Team15%

 Sold Globaly80%

10% Administration,

Marketing and R&D

 Kiwiminer and SNZ PTF90%

Token Distribution

Sale Contribution
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